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Institutional Position Analysis and Forecast 

 

October 4th 2019 => The future of White Oak Trading University! 
Based on the Commitments of Traders data reported on:  October 1st, 2019 

 
 
I want to take this time to welcome all the new students/members of White Oak Trading University. We are very glad you have decided to take your trading 
journey alongside us. We have been working hard to provide you with lessons, analysis, classroom sessions and overall guidance in the markets and we have 
been extremely proud of the successes and progress that many of our students have been making. We have been planning behind the scenes on way to add 
more value to you and will be releasing more information in the coming months.  
 
Our vision for the school is to build the worlds only database of institutional supply and demand from the institutions on each of the major and cross pairs. The 
purpose of this database is to use the information we gather to extract incredible amounts of information that we will use in our analysis of the current markets. 
This is the foundation of this school, it is what has led to the establishment of the concepts and principles we teach here at the school. Moving forward, we will 
continue to fine tune our lessons and understanding of market dynamics in order to solidify our place in the world of financial market education. We couldn’t be 
happier with the progress we’ve made so far since we began our school on March 27th 2018. We’ve only been officially a school for a year and seven months yet 
the incredible response we’ve received from many of you has been tremendous. Our schools portfolio is doing incredibly well with 2019 results so far being 
+40% with only a drawdown of 9% and this is considering how conservative we’ve been with our trading and we’ve missed many opportunities having been 
busy with other school responsibilities.  
 
Our main focus will be to continue providing first class analysis, lessons and attention to you our devoted students as we progress further in our quest to acquire 
knowledge, understanding and wisdom! Thanks everyone for your belief in what we do and what we teach. Many of you are seeing the results for yourself and I 
would encourage anyone who has not taken that first step to make your move and if you don’t know where to start and you just need some general guidance, 
reach out to us!  
 
 

📊 In the Markets:  Evidence is starting to present itself in the markets suggesting that reversals might be in store. What exactly are we looking at? Well upon  

some examination of the positions held by the institutions what we can see is that they are extremely aggressive with their positions on every major currency 
pairs except the # pairs (# , # and the # ). So what this tells us about these extremes is dollar usdjpy usdcad usdchf
that when we look at the historical charts we can see that when the institutions have been this extreme with their 
positions a subsequent rally took place on the charts. What is interesting here is that the # pairs are not at dollar 
the extremes like these other pairs. # is another chart that we see extremes and what has started to take Gold 
place is profit taking and a reversal. With this is mind, we have to be very careful in continuing to engage in the 
markets with the higher timeframe trends that are currently in place. 
 
As for the # pairs, we’ll be monitoring these for signs of reversals as well considering they typically will move dollar 
in relation to the other major pairs. This will be a really good learning lesson what we will discover in the next few 
weeks and I am certainly interested to see how this will play out. 
 

The next step for us will be to determine the strength of the higher timeframe zones that price is currently reacting from to determine 
the next move that price will likely take. This will be the focus of our next Forex Market Outlook video as we feel this investigation is 
necessary and will produce some very valuable information to guide us in the months ahead. Needless to say we’ll be reporting our 
findings very soon and will update you on the specifics of this investigation and our eventual conclusion.  
 
Until then, be safe out there in the markets as you now have been made aware of the conditions we are heading into! ;)  
 
 

 

 

 

Hi! I’m a student at 

the University! 

 

https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forex-market-outlook-videos
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/araujo-rep-2019-3rdqtr


💼 Portfolio:  

The portfolio has currently some positions on two charts, $audusd and #gold. We’ll be looking to add to these  positions and build a larger exposure as price 
continues to play in our favour. 

 Closed the $usdjpy theme short positions for a profit of +0.50% on the portfolio. Would be more but swaps ate it. ;) 
 Started in short on the $audusd theme trade 
 Started in with some short positions on the #Gold WK/MN theme trade 
 The theme trades on $eurusd are all closed now at break even.  
 The long theme trade on the $usdchf has been closed for a +9.38% return on the portfolio. 
 Closed the theme long positions on $usdjpy trade which resulted in a +2.09% return on the portfolio. 
 #gold theme short trade has been closed for a +7.2% on the portfolio. 
 Closed the $usdcad theme long positions for a +5.55% return on the portfolio.. 

 

 
 

 How to qualify for Level 2    To graduate to level 2 of education YOU MUST complete two (2) Parts of the Chart Analysis Classes. Each class is 
broken down into 8 – 10 separate sessions. Completing these parts includes completing and submitting your homework each week. We are 
currently in the $AUDUSD Weekly Chart Analysis Sessions. You must start when we begin a new set of classes. The new classes will begin again in 
November. In preparation for the new classes, you can watch the classes we have already completed for both #gold and the $AUDUSD. Next year’s 
classes will include Part 2 of the $AUDUSD Daily Chart Analysis and the prerequisite will be to have watched all the $AUDUSD Daily Chart Analysis 
Sessions for Part 1 and to have drawn the supply/demand zones and trend lines. 
 
Volatility Alert: Nothing of any importance to us is being released this week. 
 

 
GOLD:  Institutional traders have a VERY STRONG BULLISH SENTIMENT. 
Force of Price 

FORCES Mn Trend up / Temp force is down  Wk Trend up / Temp force is down  

Overview: Price dropped from the daily momentum shift supply zone and just as we expected it was caused by massive profit taking on short positions by the 
institutions. They closed longs from 370k to 322k for a very aggressive shift. We are already situated short as we got in right at the top before price tipped over. 
Short positions also closed out from 57k to 53k and this could have been a way to stabilize price from their massive profit taking. Last week we wrote “Total size 
is still aggressive and this is why profit taking is now expected. The last time shorts were at this amount price fell drastically.” 

   The key theme in play here is the monthly supply has been contacted and we are expecting price to drop to at least the weekly demand if not further to 
the monthly demand. 

 
 

https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/usdjpy-short-theme-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/audusd-short-theme-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/gold-wk-mn-supply-short-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/eurusd-theme-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/main/comment/5d669f529bb437001691ecc5
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/usdchf-theme-long-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/main/comment/5cd42c8f51e7910016ad295f
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/usdjpy-theme-long-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/main/comment/5cd245ab03e01204300ef617
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/xauusd-gold-theme-short
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/main/comment/5cd4314451e7910016ad2b33
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/usdcad-long-theme-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/main/comment/5cd43ad0b8deca00164f4f54
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/cl1-wk-audusd-analysis
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/s-d-analysis-sessions
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/cl1-s-d-audusd-daily-sessions
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/cl1-s-d-audusd-daily-sessions


OIL: Institutional traders have a STRONG BULLISH SENTIMENT. 
Force of Price 

FORCES Mn Momentum up paused Wk Weak moderate force is down 

Overview: Price dropped hard from the weekly supply and as this took place the institutions piled on hard with shorts increasing them from 104k to 125k. They 
closed some longs as well. As mentioned before, price is stuck in a range between monthly supply and monthly bullish engulf so price will take it’s time before a 
break out. Total size is less aggressive but we’ve seen total size reach a million before so needless to say we can expect more size. Long exposure is at 80% now 
which is very aggressive. Two weeks ago we wrote “Watching for that continued move lower with the weekly supply in play”, and this is exactly what took place.  

   The key theme in play here based on the evidence is that the institutions accumulated a massive long position which they have been since taking profits on 
in preparation for a move lower. 

 
 
US DOLLAR: Institutional traders have a VERY STRONG BULLISH SENTIMENT. 
Interest Rate: 2.00% (last change – September 18, 2019) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Mn Momentum is down Wk Trend up / Weak Moderate Temp Force is down  

Overview: Price rallied upwards into the monthly supply zone and as it did the institutions added to their longs from 50k to 52k and again added very small to 
their shorts. Remember they used contract expirations to reduce shorts more than half. Monthly supply proximal line has been reached and it now puts the 
monthly supply directly in play. Over the next few weeks it’ll be all about whether the ascending weekly trend holds or not.  

   There is a 3 month up trend in play and the ascending trend line has been hit so the higher timeframe forces are pushing price upwards and will cause it to 
remove supply on all lower timeframes. 

 



AUDUSD: Institutional traders have a STRONG BEARISH SENIMENT. 
Interest Rate: 1.00% (last change – July 2, 2019) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly  Momentum down paused Weekly Trend is Down /Moderate force is down 

Overview: Price consolidated after the drop and as it did they increased their shorts from 93k to 99k and left their longs alone. We must be a bit careful now 
with our short positions as we can that shorts are aggressive and there might be some profit taking on them which will fuel a move upwards. We have to 
remember that they recently used contract expirations to increase their long positions into a more aggressive tone.  Should momentum build to the upside we’ll 
exit our short positions. 

   The main theme in play here is that we have a 3 month area of supply that has been hit and is in play so price will want to head much lower in the charts. 

 
 
USDCAD: Institutional traders have a NUETRAL/BEARISH SENTIMENT. 
Interest Rate: 1.75% (last change – October 24, 2018) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Weak moderate force is up  Weekly  Weak moderate force is down  

Overview: Price consolidated again after a brief rally upwards and the institutions increased their shorts from 40k to 46k and they increased longs from 35k to 
39k. Shorts were recently downgraded from aggressive to now moderately aggressive. In terms of sentiment it’s a bit of a mix at the momentum with neutral 
and bearish tones mixed together. Better to sit on the sidelines with this chart right now. Needs time to play out, so watching the positions at this point will be 
crucial but I sense they are planning an attack on the supply soon. 

   The main theme in play here is that a 3 month demand zone has been hit and the forces will push price upwards through lower t ime frame supply. 

  



USDCHF: Institutional traders have a NEUTRAL/BEARISH SENTIMENT 
Interest Rate: -0.750% (last change - January 15, 2015) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Momentum up has paused Weekly  Weak moderate force is down 

Overview: Price consolidated right before a brief push upwards and the institutions increased their longs, hence the push upwards and they also increased their 
shorts from 14kto 18k. We can see that total positions are starting to get a bit more aggressive. The momentum has broken to the upside and the descending 
trend line has now been broken and we have weekly demand located lower that is responsible. Where this leads to from here is for us to discover and 
anticipating a specific move here will be difficult without any trends to conform to. 

   The main theme in play here is a 3 month ascending structure that is holding with a 6 month demand zone that fell short of being hit.  

 
 
EURUSD: Institutional traders have a NEUTRAL SENTIMENT. 
Interest Rate: 0.00% (last change - March 10, 2016) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Moderate force is up  Weekly Trend is down / Temp force is up / moderate force is down 

Overview: Price continued its decent after reacting to the descending weekly trend line and as it did the institutions increased both longs and shorts. After 
contracts expired we noticed that the institutions reduced their longs significantly from 180k to 164k and last week they again reduced them to 160k. This week 
the popped it back up to 172k. Total size once again is nearing extremes. We should also recognize that the monthly proximal line has been contacted. We could 
see a reversal take place at any point which is why we decided to exit the theme trade at break even. Currently price is making a move lower as the weekly trend 
line force is in play. 

   On the larger time frame we have price reacting from a descending 3/6 month trend line so the major force will be pushing price lower. 

 



GBPUSD: Institutional traders have a STRONG BEARSISH SENTIMENT. 
Interest Rate: 0.75% (last change - August 2, 2018) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Weak Force is up / Momentum down has paused Weekly Down trend broken with wk sz out / Moderate Force is up 

Overview: Price dropped after removing the weekly supply zone and as this took place the institutions added some long and left short relatively untouched. The 
bearish sentiment still holds for now. We have seen how short positions became very aggressive and then profit taking took place. The institutions used the 
opportunity of contract expirations as a way to exit out of their short positions for profits recently, thus reducing overall exposure as well. Longs are cooled off 
and the theme continues with short profit taking. Weekly demand has now been contacted so continued profit taking will likely thrust price higher with the force 
of price now being upwards. There is very strong evidence to suggest a move upwards is coming. 

  The really important thing to note here is this, when we had contracts expiring and we saw that short positions were dramatically reduced from 66k to 43k. 
On the higher timeframes we have demand in play so the force is upwards. 

 
 
USDJPY: Institutional traders have a BEARISH SENTIMENT. 
Interest Rate: -0.10% (last change - January 29, 2016) 
Force of Price  

FORCES Monthly Trend down /   Momentum is down Weekly Trend is down / Force is down 

Overview: Price consolidated again inside the weekly supply zone and the institutions increased their longs again from 32k to 43k and they also increased their 
shorts dramatically from 45k to a more aggressive 57k. Now we see this past week that price started its decline from the weekly supply zone. We closed off our 
short positions for profits as the swaps were eating away our profits. Total size is becoming more aggressive at this point. 

   A 3 month supply zone is in play so the higher timeframe forces will be pushing price lower down towards the monthly demand at 103. 

 



NZDUSD: Institutional traders have a BEARISH SENTIMENT. 
Interest Rate: 1.5% (last change – May 7, 2019) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Moderate force is down / momentum down  Weekly Weak moderate temp force is up  

Overview: Price consolidated after the big drop and the institutions closed a decent portion of their longs causing short exposure to jump up to 78% Shorts are 
holding above average and long below. Total size still near record highs. With total positions at extremes we must be aware of the potential to see a reversal 
now and after some deeper analysis we can see that last time when shorts were so aggressive they took profits and it caused price to rally strongly. The H4 trend 
is broken but the daily and weekly down trends are holding for now. Should the daily trend break, there is a lot of room for price to rally. 

  We must remember that in the grand scheme of things higher time frame forces are pushing down on price so we should start seeing more bearish 
pressure come into play as they build a more aggressive short position. 

 
 
  
 

 

Currency Interest Rate 

Dollar (USD) 2.00% 

Swiss Franc (CHF) -0.75% 

Canadian Loonie (CAD) 1.75% 

Aussie (AUD) 1.00% 

Euro (EUR) 0.00% 

Pound (GBP) 0.75% 

Yen (JPY) -0.10% 

Kiwi (NZD) 1.5% 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

https://www.whiteoakfx.com/student-portal

